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FOREWORD

When Jean Monnet said: “Nothing is possible without men; nothing is last-
ing without institutions, he was not aware of the dilemmas, mistakes and 
dangers that threaten the European project now.I was not so fairly aware 
myself , when I began my trip of European integration of Albania. It took 
me some years as well to understand  the remarkable lack of concern about 
the real problem we face: we love to be in Europe, but we hardly invest 
institutionally to make that happen. It needs hard work, method, strong 
nerves. The experience taught me the proper need to respect consistency 
of the political willingness, and the importance of its proper sequence in 
such complex process as this of European Integration. So, as one challenge 
leads to another one,

I feel good that in a short and not so easy time, we managed to establish 
and organize the European Summer School as an initiative of the National 
Council of European Integration.

Although this is the second year that the European Summer School is orga-
nized, the challenge has been even greater in order to further improve and 
expand its focus. I am confident that we are promoting an open atmosphere 
in which to exchange ideas and formulate concrete suggestions for the 
Next steps Albania has to pass through such as, the opening of Accession 
Talks with EU. My sincere thanks to the work and dedication of all of the 
believers in this endeavour and to the support of the partners of this school: 
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European Union Delegation to Albania, the Open Society Foundation for 
Albania and the Friedrich Ebert Foundation, without whom this school 
would not have been possible.

My Heartfelt thanks to Romana Vlahutin, Ambassador of the European 
Union to Tirana, with whom I have enthusiastically shared the idea  that 
institution building and proper human capital go hand in hand, have to be 
carefully synchronised  and now-days Albania has enough local expertise 
to take care of that. It’ not something new any more but I trust and will al-
ways advocate for the opening of accession negotiations with the European 
Union to start as soon as possible. 

This would trigger the engines of the government and the stakeholders: 
civil society, media, policy makers, and business groups, to work together 
for the significant turn of this apathetic situation of stuck with the inte-
gration process. On the other hand it would do no good to lament the de-
lay from the European side, while sleepwalking full of European dreams, 
harms the country more than anything. I hope this school will continue and 
will facilitate these efforts by strengthening the capacities of all stakehold-
ers and providing the first real opportunity for those who will work in this 
process. Albania’s integration process has certainly not started today, and 
any previous experience  has an added value to the formation of the next 
negotiating structure, it’s institutions that last. If Jean Monnet would see us 
today he would be happy of our pragmatic idealism, EU related:).

I WISH YOU A SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF THE SUMMER 
SCHOOL!

Chairwoman of the National Council of European Integration
MAJLINDA BREGU
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WHO ARE WE? 

The National Council of European Integration (NCEI) is the high-
est national advisory body in Albania on European integration. It 
was established by the Law no. 15/2015 to promote and guarantee 
the inclusive cooperation among political forces, public institu-
tions and civil society, and ensure the increase of transparency in 
the decision-making process on integration matters. It is headed 
by the Chair of the Parliamentary Committee on European Inte-
gration. The Deputy Chair is the head of the Albanian delegation 
at the Parliamentary Stabilisation-Association Committee.  

The National Council of European Integration was created as a 
prerequisite for ensuring broad national consensus on EU-relat-
ed reforms and in the EU accession process of Albania, and by 
virtue to guarantee the sustainability of such reforms. This broad 
consultation process will provide a framework to channel the ex-
pertise and energy of all the stakeholders of the Albanian society 
into the policy making and implementation of the EU agenda of 
Albania. 
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The National Council of European Integration composition re-
flects the broad representativeness, concretely: 

•	 Chairs and Deputy Chairs of permanent parliamentary com-
mittees;

•	 Representatives of parliamentary groups;

•	 The Chair of the Albanian Delegation at the Parliamentary Sta-
bilisation-Association Committee;

•	 The Minister in charge of Integration;

•	 Representatives of the Cabinet of the President; 

•	 Representatives of the Cabinet of the Prime Minister; 

•	 Representatives of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs;

•	 The Prosecutor General;

•	 The Deputy Chair of the High Council of Justice; 

•	 The Ombudsman; 

•	 Representatives from civil society organisations involved in 
European integration matters.

The permanent invitees in the meetings of the National Council, 
are: 

•	 heads of independent constitutional institutions and institutions 
established by law that report to and inform the Assembly; 

•	 representatives of the Academy of Sciences and the public Uni-
versity; 

•	 media representatives; 
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•	 representatives of the business sector, chambers of commerce 
and trade unions; 

•	 representatives of international organisations and the diplomat-
ic corps;

Some key functions of the National Council:

•	 promotes cooperation among political forces, state institu-
tions, independent institutions and civil society organisations 
in Albania’s integration process in the European Union; 

•	 ensures constant debate/discussion on the policies of Euro-
pean integration implemented by state institutions with civil 
society organisations and other stakeholders; 

•	 monitors the implementation of the obligations for the open-
ing of accession negotiations with the European Union; 

•	 ensures continues cooperation on the integration process with 
permanent parliamentary committees and other bodies/struc-
tures in charge of European integration;

•	 monitors the progress of accession negotiations/talks and 
holds frequent meetings with the Chair of the Negotiating 
Group;

WHY A EUROPEAN SUMMER SCHOOL?

The European Summer School (ESS) started as an initiative of 
the National Council of European Integration (NCEI), consider-
ing the urged need for qualified experts from public institution 
and civil society, and for paving the way for an increased and 
active involvement of all stakeholders in the implementation of 
EU-related reforms. As the country is progressing toward the Eu-
ropean Integration process, it becomes eminent establishing and 
identifying a pool of experts that potentially will give a contribu-
tion to the accession negotiation. The European Summer School 
is a pioneer on that regard, combining a tailor made training on 
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negotiation gathering together civil servant and civil society ac-
tors. It gives a high contribution to preparation of the upcoming 
negotiation team and generating a public debate for the country 
preparation for negotiation.  

Objectives of the ESS:

•	 Further strengthening the capacities of all relevant stakehold-
ers, on the obligations and challenges of EU membership;

•	 Broadening and strengthening the network of trained represen-
tatives of public administration and civil society who will con-
tribute to the process of European integration;

•	 An added value of the ESS course is the possibility to identify 
the most prominent representatives of civil society and encour-
age their involvement in the accession negotiations with the 
EU and fulfill the initial objectives of NCEI as regards capacity 
building, such as the strengthening of capacities of all relevant 
stakeholders, and creation of a network of trained representa-
tives of civil society who will contribute to the process of Eu-
ropean integration.

The ESS is designed to provide a complete theoretical frame-
work, and help the participants to improve their negotiating skills 
through practical methods on effective negotiations. The first ESS 
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was successfully closed in September 2016 whereas 37 partici-
pants partook to a combined week with lectures providing prac-
tical elements of the accession process were conducted by pro-
fessors from the College of Europe (Bruges), high-level national 
and international level experts for European Integration as well 
as numerous invitees from the Albanian Parliament, the Govern-
ment, business and media communities. 

The main mission of this training course is to achieve increased 
interaction between all stakeholders by strengthening the inclu-
siveness of the reforms in the country’s European integration 
process. The course, building on the experience of the European 
Summer School, aims to provide in-depth information on Euro-
pean Union: accession negotiations, legal approximation, most 
important and challenges of the EU acquis, etc.

FRIENDS OF ESS

The European Summer School concept has been embraced since 
the beginning not only by all members of NCEI but even by many 
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donors and international organizations operating in Albania. 
Thanks, even to their support we made possible the organization 
and the high profile of the school. The European Union Dele-
gation in Tirana, through Information Network of the European 
Union, has strongly supported the school even with their exper-
tise. Open Society Foundation for Albania has supported provid-
ed continuous support to the NCEI and the school. UN has also 
given support to the ESS and this year Friedrich Ebert Foundation 
became a valuable partner and supporter.

This year European Summer School

The ESS 2017, attracted higher interest as we have received 230 
applications with a broad diversity and area of expertise. 40 par-
ticipants with a strong background on EU Integration matters 
were selected after a thorough scrutiny of the evaluating commit-
tee. In figures this year ESS has: 

•	 17 participants from line ministries

•	 4 participants from independent institutions

•	 6 participants from academia area

•	 6 representatives from the civil society organisations

•	 4 participants from regional and local development agencies/ 
municipalities (ADF, regional Development agency and 2 mu-
nicipalities)

•	 3 journalists

This second edition of the ESS has an increased number of dis-
tinguished international and national experts. These experts in an 
interdisciplinary approach will allow all ranges of participants to 
deepen their knowledge on a wide category of issues pertaining to 
European integration. There is a natural combination of expertise 
from the region, researchers and professors. Concrete models of 
countries that have recently joint the EU, will be an added value 
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for the participants to make the process requirements more con-
crete. Furthermore, the topics that will be delivered this year are 
broader in compared to the first year ESS. This year ESS will pay 
specific focus to communication on EU issues that is essential 
element for the public at large. 

Main topics of the ESS 2017 are:

•	 Political system of the European Union and its institu-
tions;

•	 Enlargement and the Western Balkan Region;

•	 Accession negotiations and legal approximation;

•	 Communication of the European Integration process to 
the public;

•	 Involvement of civil society in the European Integration 
process;

•	 Instruments of Pre-Accession Assistance (IPA).
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LECTURES SHORT BIO AND ABSTRACT

MR. ENKEL DEMI

Mr. Enkel Demi is an outstanding Albanian journalist. He started his 
carrier in 1992. For a long time Mr. Demi has worked in radio stations. 
He has engaged in most of the TV channels in Albania as journalist and 
has been editor in chief to important TV channels such as Top Channel 
and TV Klan. Mr. Demi is an active columnist in online media not only 
on political issues but even on everyday problems of the community. 
Actually he works at TVSH (Albanian National TV) and the Club FM 
radio.

ABSTRACT OF THE LECTURE: COMMUNICATING EU IN-
TEGRATION

There are many marks and paradigms associated with the European 
integration process. The lecture will generate discussions to some key 
issues related to the communication of European integration such as: 
Could it be considered “business as usual” or a bonus for good behavior 
of the political class? The European Integration is to be considered a 
capillary process for the society or just a horizontal one? Are journalist 
that write about issues regarding integration fully equipped with infor-
mation or do they just use common sense? 
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MR. BORNA DOMITROVIC

Mr. Borna Domitrovic has started his career in the Ministry of European 
Integration of the Republic of Croatia in 2002, in the Department for 
Legal Harmonization with the Acquis Communautaire. From that point 
onward he has participated in all the activities of the Republic of Croatia 
related to the EU integration process from the legislative point of view. 
That included setting up the coordination system for legal harmonization 
process and development of instruments and tools for legal approxima-
tion. Furthermore, during the period of Croatian EU accession negoti-
ations, he was the member of Secretariat of the Negotiating Team, the 
body responsible for providing the negotiators with legal and technical 
expertise for all of the aspects of negotiation process. From 2010 to 2014 
he was posted in Brussels, in Croatian Mission to the EU (later Permanent 
Representation of Croatia to the EU), during which time he represented 
the Republic of Croatia in various working groups of the Council of the 
EU and the European Commission. Since 2014 he is working as Head 
of Division for EU Law and Infringement Procedure Coordination at the 
Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs of the Republic of Croatia. 
ABSTRACT OF THE LECTURE: LEGAL APPROXIMATION 
DURING ACCESSION NEGOTIATION, CROATIA CASE

The participants will receive insight into general aspects of EU law and 
its structure, focusing especially on secondary legislation which candi-
date countries must transpose into national legislation. Special emphasis 
will be put on Croatian experience in coordinating the process of harmo-
nization of legislation with the EU acquis (institutional aspects) and the 
tools/methodologies developed for the purpose of legal approximation 
(practical aspects).
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MR. TOBIAS FLESSENKEMPER

Mr. Tobias Flessenkemper is managing director and founder of 
the Berlin-based advisory organization elbarlament.org, which 
focuses on innovation in democratic governance and civic partic-
ipation. He is also a senior fellow and Balkans project director at 
the Centre international de formation Européenne (CIFE) in Nice 
and a lecturer in European politics at the University of Cologne. 
In his function at CIFE he has spearheaded the Reflection Forum 
“The Western Balkans in the European Union”, which since 2015 
brings together voices from some 30 different European coun-
tries on the subject of EU enlargement to the Western Balkans. 
He contributes to the policy debate on EU accession in Germany 
as member of the Board of the South East Europe association 
(Südosteuropa-Gesellschaft). He is also a member of the Balkans 
in Europe Policy Advisor Group (BiEPAG). From 2004 to 2012 
he worked for the EU external action in policy, strategy and com-
munication functions in the Western Balkans region and Brus-
sels. He furthermore keeps a strong link to education, youth and 
culture, dating back to his service as Secretary General of the Eu-
ropean Youth Forum and has closely followed and advised the es-
tablishment of the Regional Youth Cooperation Office (RYCO). 

Abstract of the lecture: Communicating European integra-
tion in the Western Balkans and Albania to a domestic and 
regional public
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The sessions “Communicating European integration” will be 
interactive and will require participants to actively engage with 
the subjects such as identification of the key challenges and con-
cepts for communicating European integration to a domestic and 
regional public. Participants will inter alia engage in the ques-
tions of master messages and concepts and the political context. 
Moreover the participants will also be asked to change perspec-
tive and reflect about the challenges of communicating European 
integration of the Western Balkans in general and of Albania in 
particular to the public in the European Union member states. The 
objective is that participants gain insights and familiarity with the 
issues at stake in communicating European issues. Develop confi-
dence and ideas to analyze current affairs and their impact on the 
European integration process in the region, and to map with dif-
ferent stakeholders and gain an understanding of the importance 
of adapting messages and instruments. 
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MRS. RUŽICA GELO

Ms. Ružica Gelo is an expert with 20 years of professional expe-
rience in the fields of EU integration and policies. Ružica started 
her career at the Croatian Ministry of Agriculture. After support-
ing the negotiations for Croatia’s accession to the World Trade 
Organization, she was appointed as the Head of Unit for EU 
and Trade Integration within the Ministry. In 2005, Ružica was 
appointed as Negotiator for the Chapters 11 “Agriculture and 
rural development”, 12 “Food safety, veterinary and phyto-san-
itary policy”, 13 “Fisheries” and 28 “Consumer and Health Pro-
tection”. For more than 10 years, Ružica worked for the Croatian 
Chamber of Economy. As adviser to the president of the Chamber 
for the EU accession, she was providing technical advice on the 
EU accession negotiations in the area of agriculture. As Director 
of the EU Center and then Director of International Affairs Sec-
tor, she was coordinating EU funded projects on the behalf of the 
Chamber. She also participated in programming of ESI funds.

Abstract of the lecture: Challenges and strategies of accession 
negotiations. Croatia case. Lessons learnt

The lecture aims to provide in depth information on the challeng-
es of the EU accession process for the candidate country. In that 
regard, an overview of negotiation process of candidate countries 
shall be presented in a synthesized way. This will include the main 
procedures, requirements, time-lines and areas of the negotiation 
process. Additionally, it will be focused on the organizational set-
up of several candidate countries, providing a better overview of 
the needs for the Albanian public administration once it opens the 
accession negotiations.
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A comprehensive overview of the main requirements on the most 
challenging negotiating chapters will be shared underlining the 
main steps and reforms to be undertaken on the way of joining the 
EU. Lessons learnt of the Croatia’s accession negotiations will be 
provided to the participants as a food for thought for the upcom-
ing challenging processes. 
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MRS. EGLANTINA GOLLAJ

Ms. Eglantina Gollaj has more than ten years of professional ex-
perience working with Albanian Ministry of European Integra-
tion/National IPA Coordinator (NIPAC), from which more than 4 
years responsible for programming, monitoring and evaluation of 
EU financial assistance in Albania, under Instrument of Pre-Ac-
cession (IPA). In her position as Head of NIPAC office, she con-
tributed in drafting national strategic documents, such as Sectoral 
strategies as well as contributing to Albanian and EU strategic 
documents (Country Strategy Paper, Programming, Monitoring 
and Evaluation Manuals, Operational Programmes, Strategic Co-
herence Framework, EU Questionnaire – Chapter 22) .Eglantina 
has been part of working group for preparation of MEI package 
for accreditation of IPA (component I) structures for decentralized 
management for Albania. For more than 2 years she has worked 
at Council of Europe as project manager, responsible for Albania 
and Kosovo, of the EU funded regional project on Human rights 
and protection of minorities in the South East Europe. Eglantina 
is currently NKE for the PPF in Kosovo in charge of preparation 
of IPA 2017 Sector Planning and Action document on Human 
rights. She is a certified trainer in EU funds management and Eu-
ropean Integration topics and lecturer at University of Tirana. 
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Abstract of the lecture: Instrument for Pre-Accession Assis-
tance of European Union. 

Management of EU financial instruments requires dedicated 
structures and legislation in compliance with EU standards. It 
is the biggest financial support in the European integration pro-
cess for the accession countries. The readiness of Albanian struc-
tures to fully comply with the EU requirements in this field is 
a pre-condition to manage the EU financial instruments. In this 
regard, an analysis of the existing structures and legislations will 
be presented accompanying with some recommendations on how 
to better perform in this regard, especially in improving the ab-
sorption capacities. Concrete way to access these instruments by 
institutions, non-governmental organizations as well as journalist 
or other actors will be presented, in order to make these instru-
ments tangible and more easily understandable.
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MRS. MIMOZA HALIMI 

Ambassador Halimi joined the Albanian Foreign Service in 1992. 
She served from 2007 to 2014, as Head of the Mission of the 
Republic of Albania to the European Union. She is a high-rank-
ing Albanian diplomat, with a rich international experience and 
a unique understanding of European and global affairs, includ-
ing an in-depth knowledge of the Balkans issues. From 2007 to 
2010, she was Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of 
the Republic of Albania to the Kingdom of Belgium and to the 
Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg as well. Previously, she was Direc-
tor of Europe, Americas and Russia Directorate, in the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, after having spent three years as Minister Coun-
selor of the Albania’s Mission to the European Union. Ambassa-
dor Halimi has published various articles on Balkans Regional 
Cooperation, Albania’s process and its prospective towards EU 
integration, Albania as an emerging economy, etc, in international 
magazines such “La Lettre Diplomatique”, Cercle de Lorraine, 
The European Times and in some other Albanian ones. In 2014 
she took office as Director of Europe and Central Asia in the Min-
istry of Foreign Affairs.

Abstract of the lecture: What will change when negotiations 
start? Transformation and continuity in the management of 
EU affairs
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The Government of Albania is fully dedicated to the opening of 
accession negotiations and substantial progress has been made on 
that regard. Accession negotiations are not “business as usual”. 
They represent a complex and demanding process. The continu-
ation of the work that has already started on building appropriate 
negotiating structures and professional human resources, ensur-
ing the best functioning of existing  working mechanisms and 
methodologies, building on previous experiences (visa liberaliza-
tion process, European Commission Questionnaire) and “lessons 
learnt” from other accession countries are of paramount impor-
tance to ensure a smooth and efficient negotiating process. The 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs plays a crucial role on that regard.
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DR. PETER HEIL

Dr. Peter Heil is an expert on EU integration, EU funds man-
agement, public administration reform, and development policy 
– with 22 years of experience, and a 15 years public service track 
record.

From 1997 to 2002 he coordinated EU pre-accession aid for Hun-
gary. From 2002 to 2007 he served as Vice President of the Nation-
al Development Agency (NDA), in charge of the EU’s structural 
funds in Hungary. Peter was a member of Hungary’s negotiating 
team for EU accession, participated in the inter-ministerial com-
mittees for EU integration, and led the Working Group for Chap-
ter 22 (regional policy). From 2010 onwards he was involved in 
50 different consultancy and training assignments in the Western 
Balkans countries (Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo, 
Macedonia, Montenegro, and Serbia) as well as Turkey, Ukraine, 
Georgia – and the European Commission (DG Regional and Ur-
ban Policy).
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Abstract of the lecture: Instrument for Pre-Accession Assis-
tance of European Union. 

The presentation at the Sumer School will focus on the objectives 
and functioning of IPA – the EU’s Instrument for Pre-Accession 
Assistance to the WB6 and Turkey). In a practical approach the 
lecture will provide an overview of how IPA can be used best by 
candidate countries in the accession process, and how it can be 
accessed by potential applicants: the state administration, local 
governments, the economy as well as civil society. 
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MRS. ELDA KALAJA

Mrs Elda Kalaja’s most of the professional carrier is built on Eu-
ropean Integration issues and civil society sector. She joined the 
Ministry of European Integration (MEI) first as Director of the 
EU Acquis Translation and later as Secretary General. She has 
coordinated key challenging processes on European Integration 
such as the answer of the EC Questionnaire, the implementation 
of the 12 key priorities for the opening of the accession negoti-
ations, and led the EU-Albania joint institutions of Political cri-
teria and rule of law. She led the cooperation of MEI with CSO, 
mainly on issues related to Political Criteria. Mrs. Kalaja has an 
extensive experience on IPA and Union funds programming and 
monitoring, as she has been part of the NIPAC structure. Mrs Ka-
laja has been appointed as Head of Operation Structure for IPA 
Component II CBC (2011-2013). Since 2016, Mrs Kalaja is ap-
pointed as member of the Supervisory Board of the Audit Agency 
of EU Funds. 

Actually, Mrs. Kalaja is working as Senior Monitoring & Evalua-
tion, and Civil Society Expert at LevizAlbania, a Swiss Embassy 
project. 
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Abstract of the lecture: CSO added value in the integration 
process

The European Integration is a national agenda for Albania and as 
such requires the involvement of all actors where the civil soci-
ety plays an important role. One of the challenges that the new 
Government of Albania, will face is the preparation of the overall 
architecture for the accession negotiation, and one of the broad-
ly discussed issues on that regard will be the role that the civil 
society has to play. The accession negotiation are not merely the 
responsibility of a government, and all-inclusiveness all stake-
holders should be ensured in order to undertake solid reforms. 
The lecture will give some good practices used in Albania and 
in the region on European Integration on the channeling of the 
civil society expertise and know-how relevant in the accession 
process. The Berlin process experience is a good case for involve-
ment of the CSO.
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PROF. DR. ECKART STRATENSCHULTE

Prof. Dr. Eckart Stratenschulte teaches Political Science at the 
Free University Berlin and works as a publisher and a consultant. 
From 1993 to 2017 he was director of the European Academy 
Berlin. His academic background is Political Science, Sociology 
and German Language and Literature. He is board member of the 
German branch of the European Community Studies Association 
(ECSA) and the German National Foundation. He published and 
edited a couple of books on European questions and a large num-
ber of articles.

Abstract of the lecture: Welcome to which Union?

The European Union seems to be in an identity crisis. Not only 
that the member states disagree in a couple of fundamental ques-
tions (like migration, currency, Russia), but the will to stay to-
gether is fading away – and one country is on its way out.

In this situation the European Commission published a White Pa-
per on the Future of Europe (March 2017) and introduced five 
scenarios for the further development of the Union.

The lecture will address the current political situation the EU is 
in, and will analyse the different scenarios and their consequences 
for applicant countries in group and plenary discussions. 
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Agenda of European Summer School, second round

04-08 September 2017
Venue: Albanian Parliament
Day 1, September 4th 2017
Moderator:    Mr. Blendi Salaj

9.30 – 10.00:   Registration of the participants

10.00 - 11.00: Welcoming and opening remarks

Mrs. Majlinda Bregu, Chairwoman of the Nation-
al Committee of European Integration

H.E. Mrs. Romana Vlahutin, Head of
European Union Delegation to Albania
Mrs. Genoveva Ruiz Calavera - Director of the 
Western Balkans.  Directorate General for En-
largement, European Commission (TBC)

Mr. Taulant Balla, Deputy Chairman of the
National Committee of European Integration 

11.00 – 11.30: Coffee Break

11.30 – 13.00: Challenges and strategies of accession negotia-
tions. Croatia case. Lessons learnt

Ms. Ruzica Gelo, Member of Croatia’s negotia-
tion group. Negotiator of chapter 11, 12, 13 and 
28 of the acquis.

13.00 – 14.00: Lunch break

14.00 – 16.30: Challenges and strategies of accession negotia-
tions. Croatia case. Lessons learnt (continue)
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Ms. Ruzica Gelo, Member of Croatia’s negotia-
tion group. Negotiator of chapter 11, 12, 13 and 
28 of the acquis.

16.30 – 17.00: Open discussions and closing of Day 1

Day 2, September 5th 2017

Moderator:     Mrs. Laurela Muça 

9.30 – 11.00:  What will change when negotiations start? 
Transformation and continuity in the manage-
ment of EU affairs

  Mrs. Mimoza Halimi, Former Ambassador
  of Albania to the EU
11.00 – 11.30: Coffee Break

11.30 – 13.00: CSO added value in the integration process

Mrs. Elda Kalaja, European Integration and Civil  
 Society Expert

13.00 - 14.00: Lunch break

14.00 – 16.30: Legal approximation during accession negotia-
tion, Croatia case 

Mr. Borna Domitrovic, Division for EU Law and 
Infringement Procedure Coordination. Ministry of 
Foreign and European Affairs, Croatia

16.30 – 17.00: Open discussions and Wrap up of Day 2
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Day 3, September 6th 2017

Moderator:    Mr. Lutfi Dervishi

9.30 – 11.30:  Communicating EU integration 

  Mr. Enkel Demi, Journalist

11.30 – 12.00: Coffee break

12.00 – 13.00: Communicating European integration in the 
Western Balkans and Albania to a domestic 
and regional public

Mr. Tobias Flessenkemper, Senior Fellow & Bal-
kans Project Director Centre international de for-
mation européenne (CIFE)

13.00 - 14.00:  Lunch break

14.00 – 16.30: Communicating European integration of 
the Western Balkans and of Albania to the pub-
lic in the EU.

Mr. Tobias Flessenkemper, Senior Fellow & Bal-
kans Project Director Centre international de for-
mation européenne (CIFE)

16.30 – 17.00: Open discussions and `Wrap up of Day 3

Day 4, September 7th 2019

Moderator: Mr. Tobias Flessenkemper

9.30 – 10.30:  Guest Speaker Session: Enlargement and the 
Berlin Process 
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  H.E. Mr. Ditmir Bushati, Minister of
  Foreign Affairs
10.30 -11.00:  Open Discussions

11.00 – 11.30: Coffee break

11.30 – 13.00:  Welcome to which Union

Prof. Dr. Eckart D. Stratenschulte, Head of the Eu-
ropean Academy Berlin

13.00 - 14.00:  Lunch break

14.00 – 16.30: Welcome to which Union (continue)

Prof. Dr. Eckart D. Stratenschulte, Head of the Eu-
ropean Academy Berlin

16.30 – 17.00: Wrap up of Day 4

Day 5, September 8th 2017

Moderator:  Mr. Blendi Salaj

9.00 - 10.30:  Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance of Eu-
ropean Union. 

Dr. Peter Heil, Member of the negotiation group of 
Hungary. Negotiator of chapter 22 of the acquis.

10.30 – 11.00: Coffee Break

11.00 – 13.00: Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance of Eu-
ropean Union. 

Dr. Peter Heil, Member of the negotiation group of 
Hungary. Negotiator of chapter 22

Mrs. Eglantina Gollaj, Expert on EU funds
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13.00 – 13.30: Closing the Summer School and distribution of 
the certificates

Mrs. Majlinda Bregu, Chairwoman of the
National Committee of European Integration
Mrs. Romana Vlahutin, Head of European Union  

 Delegation to Albania

Mr. Andi Dobrushi, Executive Director of OSFA 
 Mr. Taulant Balla, Deputy Chairman of the

National Committee of European Integration 
13.30:  Group photo and Buffet

19.00:  Closing reception. Beer Garden, Rogner Hotel.
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Important links

Public institutions

https://www.parlament.al/integrimi-europian-main/

http://integrimi.gov.al/

http://www.punetejashtme.gov.al/

EU institutions

https://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/albania_en

https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/about/director-
ate-general_en  

https://eeas.europa.eu/headquarters/headquarters-homepage_en

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/homepage.html 

Supporters of the school

www.fes-tirana.org

http://www.osfa.al/tematika/qeverisja-dhe-llogaridhenia/integ-
rimi-europian

Some think tanks, media and research organizations

http://www.eab-berlin.eu/en/about-us/ 

http://www.cife.eu/

http://www.epc.eu/

https://euobserver.com/

http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/page/all-balkans-home

Berlin Process links
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https://europeanwesternbalkans.com/tag/berlin-process/

http://www.rycowb.org/ 

List of participants
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